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A Characteristic Property of Geometric t-Spreads in Finite Projective 
Spaces 
ALBRECIIT BEUTELSPACHER AND JOHANNES UEBERBERG 
We prove the following combinatorial characterization of geometric spreads. Let Y be a 
family of t-dimensional subspaces of the projective space P = PG((t + 1)r -1 + k, q) with 
t ;;.1, r;;;. 2 and k;;;. 0 such that every (tr + k)-dimensional subspace of P contains at least one 
element of Y. Then WI;;;. (qr+ly-1 + · · · + q'+' + 1, with equality iffY is a geometric t-spread 
in a ((t + 1)r -1)-dimensional subspace of P. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P = PG(d, q) bead-dimensional projective space of order q. A partial t-spread 
of P is a family [I of !-dimensional subspaces of P such that every point of P is incident 
with at most one element of Y. A partial t-spread is called at-spread if every point of P 
is on (exactly) one element of Y. 
It is well known [1, 8] that the projective space P = PG(d, q) contains at-spread iff 
t + 1 divides d + 1; at-spread in PG((t + l)r -1, q) contains exactly (qt+ly-1 + .. · + 
q1+ 1 + 1 elements. 
In this paper, we are concerned with a special class of t-spreads, the so-called 
geometric spreads. A t-spread Y is called geometric [1, 8] if it fulfils the following 
condition. Let S1 and Sz be two elements of [I and let X:= (S11 Sz) be the 
(2t +I)-dimensional subspace generated by S1 and Sz_. Then Y induces at-spread in X; 
that is, any element of Y is either contained in (S11 Sz) or is disjoint to (S1, Sz). 
Note that PG(d, q) also contains a geometric t-spread if the necessary condition for 
the existence of at-spread (i.e. t + 1 divides d + 1) is fulfilled [1, 8]. Further properties 
of partial spreads can be found in [4]. Let us recall an important fact about geometric 
t-spreads. 
RESULT 1 (Baer, Segre). Let [I be a geometric t-spread in PG((t + l)r -1, q) and let 
P( Y) be the set of all (2t + 1 )-dimensional subs paces ( S1 , Sz), where S1 and Sz are two 
elements of Y. Then the incidence structure (Y, P(Y), £;) is an (r -!)-dimensional 
Desarguesian projective space of order q 1+ 1• 
A t-regulus in PG(2t + 1, q) is a set R of q + 1 mutually skew !-dimensional 
subspaces satisfying the following condition: if a line meets three distinct members of 
R, then it meets all elements of R. 
A t -spread [I of P = PG (( t + 1 )r - 1, q) is called regular if it fulfils the following 
condition: if I is a line which is contained in no element of [I then the elements of [I 
intersecting I form a regulus in an appropriate (2t +I)-dimensional subspace of P (for 
further information, see [7], pp. 220-221). 
If r;?; 3 then a t-spread [I in PG((t + l)r- 1, q) is geometric iff Y is regular (cf. 
[1, 8]), while in PG((2t + 1), q) every t-spread is geometric. 
A regular t-spread in PG((t + l)r- 1, q) can be constructed as follows. Embed the 
vector space V of dimension r over GF(q 1+ 1) in the GF(q)-vector space W of 
dimension (t + l)r. Then the one-dimensional subspaces of V form a regular t-spread in 
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the projective space belonging to W. It is proved in [i, 8) that regular t-spreads in 
PG((t + i)r -i, q) are unique up to collineation. On the other hand, the set of all 
t-spreads in PG((t + i)r -i, q) is very large; at present it seems hopeless to look for a 
classification. 
Our main result reads as follows. 
THEOREM. Let Y be a family oft-dimensional subspaces of P= PG((t+ i)r-i + k, q ), 
where t ;;.i, r;:;. 2 and k;:;. 0. Suppose that every (tr + k)-dimensional subspace of 
P contains at least one element of Y. Then IYI;:;. (qt+ly- 1 + · · · + q1+ 1 + i, where 
equality holds iffY is a geometric t-spread in a ((t + i)r- i)-dimensional subspace of P. 
COROLLARY. Let Y be a partial t-spread in P= PG((t+ i)r-i, q), such that every 
tr-dimensional subspace of P contains at least one element of Y. Then Y is a geometric 
t-spread in P. 
This result plays an important role in the classification of the so-called blockades (see 
[11]). Also, the result can be read as a characterization of partial t-spreads of class 
[;:;o:i)tr+k in PG((t + i)r -i + k) in the sense of [4). 
Finally, the corollary can be seen as one instance of the geometry of Segre's points of 
view [3), a notion which stands for the philosophy of characterizing geometric objects 
by some of their combinatorial properties. 
The corollary has already been proved in [2] for r = 3 and all t and in [10) for t = i 
and all r. 
In Section 2 we investigate the combinatorial properties of geometric t-spreads. The 
following statement is contained as a particular case in Proposition i. 
If Y is a geometric t-spread in P = PG((t + i)r -i, q), then every tr-dimensional 
subspace of P contains at least one element of Y. 
Therefore geometric spreads satisfy the hypothesis of the corollary. Section 3 is 
devoted to the proof of the theorem. 
2. A CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTY OF GEOMETRIC SPREADS 
The following lemma is a particular case of a theorem of Beutelspacher and Eugeni 
[4, Lemma 2.4). 
LEMMA 1. Let Y beat-spread of P = PG((t + i)r -i, q) and let H by a hyperplane 
of P. Then H contains exactly (q 1+ 1y-z + · · · + q1+ 1 + i elements of Y. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Y be a !-spread in P = PG((t + i)r -i, q). Let Us be a 
(tr + s)-dimensional subspace of P, where s E {0, ... , r- i}. If Y is geometric, then the 
following assertions hold: 
(a) The elements of Y in Us induce a subspace Us(Y) of P(Y) (cf. Result i). In 
particular there exists a subspace V, of Us such that the elements of Y in Us form a 
geometric spread in V,. 
(b) We have dim Us(Y) ;:;o:s and, equivalently, dim V,;:;. (t + i)(s + i) -1. 
(c) Us contains at least ( qt+ 1 Y + · · · + qt+ 1 + i elements of Y, with equality iff Y induces 
a (geometric) t-spread in a ((t + i)(s +i)-i)-dimensional subspace of Us. 
PROOF. (a) follows in view of Result i of the definition of geometric !-spreads. 
(b) and (c) Consider an arbitrary (tr + s)-dimensional subspace Us of P, where 
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s E {0, 1, ... , r- 1}. We proceed by induction on r -l- s. If s = r- 1, then Us= P, 
and the assertion is trivially satisfied. 
Now lets< r- 1 and consider a (tr + s +!)-dimensional subspace Us+t of P through 
Us. By (a), there exists a subspace Vs+ 1 of U.,+ 1 such that the elements of .'lin Us+l are a 
geometric t-spread in Vs+t· By induction, we have dim Vs+ 1 ~ (t + l)(s + 2) -1. 
If V.+ 1 is contained in U., there are at least (q'+ty+t + · · · + q'+ 1 + 1 elements of 9' 
in Us. If V.+ 1 is not contained in U., then W := V.+ 1 nUs is a hyperplane in V.+v and it 
follows from Lemma 1 that W contains at least (q<+ 1)' + · · · + q'+ 1 + 1 elements of Y. 
Since, by (a), the elements of Yin Us form a geometric t-spread in an appropriate 
subspace of Us, equality occurs iffY induces a geometric t-spread in a ((t + l)(s + 1)-
1 )-dimensional subspace of U.,. D 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
From now on, let us denote by 9' a family of t-dimensional subspaces of 
P = PG((t + l)r -1 + k, q) such that every (tr + k)-dimensional subspace of P contains 
at least one element of Y. 
We shall prove the theorem by a series of lemmas. The proof goes roughly as 
follows. By hypothesis, we know that every (tr + k)-dimensional subspace of P 
contains at least one element of Y. As a first step we show that every (tr + k + i)-
dimensional subspace of P contains at least (q'+ 1); + · · · + q'+1 + 1 elements of Y 
(Lemma 2). 
Secondly, we deduce from Lemma 2 that IYI ~ (q<+ty-t + · · · + q'+1 + 1, with 
equality iff 9' is a t-spread in an appropriate subspace P' of P (Lemma 3). 
In the last step of the proof of the theorem, we consider a hyperplane H of P' and 
show that 9' induces a geometric t-spread in an appropriate subspace of H. The proof 
then follows by induction. 
LEMMA 2. ForiE {0, 1, ... , r -1}, let U; be a (tr + k +i)-dimensional subspace of 
P. Then U; contains at least (q'+1); + · · · + q'+ 1 + 1 elements of Y, with equality iff the 
elements of 9' in U; are at-spread in a ((t + l)(i + 1)- !)-dimensional subspace of U;. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on i. For i = 0, the assertion is a direct 
consequence of the hypothesis of the theorem. Let i ~ 1 and let U be a (tr + i + k)-
dimensional subspace of P. Furthermore, let @ be the set of points incident with some 
element of 9' that is contained in U. 
For the rest of the proof, we will distinguish the following two cases. 
Case 1. There exists a (t(r- i- 1) + k)-dimensional subspace X of U containing no 
point of@. 
Let I be the incidence structure (Y', 'W, !:;), where Y' consists of all elements of 9' 
contained in U, and 'W consists of all hyperplanes of U through X. For a fixed element 
S of 9'', we first determine the number [S] of elements of 'W containing S. Since 
dim(S, X)= t(r- i) + k + 1, we obtain 
[S] = q<<+t)i-z + ... + q + 1. 
Let W be a fixed element of 'W, and denote by [W] the number of elements of Y' 
contained in W. Since dim W = tr + i + k- 1, it follows by induction that 
[W] ~ (q'+t)i-l + ... + q<+t + 1. 
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Since I 'WI= q<1+1)i+t-1 + · · · + q + 1, we obtain 
19''1 (q(t+1)i-2 + ... + q + 1) = L [S] = L [W] 
SeY" We'W 
;;:. (q<t+1)i+t-1 + ... + q + l)[(qt+1)i-1 + ... + qt+1 + 1] 
> qt+1(q(t+1)i-2 + ... + q + l)((qt+1)i-1 + ... + qt+1 + 1) 
+ q(q<t+1)i-2 + ... + q + 1), 
so 
19''1 > (qt+1)i + ... + qt+1 + 1. 
Case 2. Every (t(r- i- 1) + k)-dimensional subspace of U has at least one point in 
common with g{J_ 
By the theorem of Bose and Burton ([5], see also [9]), it follows that 
1001;;:. q<t+1)(i+1)-1 + ... + q + 1, 
with equality iff 00 is the point set of a ((t + l)(i + 1)- !)-dimensional subspace V of U. 
By the definition of 00, it follows that U contains at least (q 1+1)i + · · · + qt+1 + 1 
elements of[/', with equality iff Y is at-spread of V. 
Hence the lemma is completely proved. 
The case i = r - 1 immediately yields the following. 
LEMMA 3. We have 19'1;;:. (q 1+1y-1 + · · · + q1+1 + 1, with equality iffY is at-spread 
in a ((t + l)r -!)-dimensional subspace of P. 
We are now able to conclude the proof of the theorem. Suppose that 
19'1 ,;;;; (qt+1y-1 + ... + qt+1 + 1. 
We want to show that [I is a geometric t-spread in a ((t + l)r -!)-dimensional 
subspace P' of P. 
In view of Lemma 3, the bound for I [II implies that we have equality, and that [I is a 
t-spread in a ((t 4- l)r- !)-dimensional subspace of P' of P. In order to show that [I is 
a geometric t-spread in P', we proceed by induction on r. For r = 1 and r = 2 there is 
nothing to show. (For r = 1 we have a singlet-dimensional subspace, and for r = 2 we 
have at-spread in PG(2t + 1, q). In PG(2t + 1, q) every t-spread is geometric.) 
Suppose that r > 2. Let S1 and S2 be two arbitrary elements of [I and consider the 
(2t +!)-dimensional subspace X:= (S1 , ~) of P generated by S1 and S2 • We have to 
show that the elements of Y in X form a spread of X. 
In order to prove this consider a hyperplane H of P' through X. Since dim P' = 
(t + l)r- 1 > (t + 2)- 1 = 2t + 1 =dim X, such a hyperplane exists. Denote by Y8 the 
set of the elements of [I in H. Then, by Lemma 1, 
19'1 = (qt+ly-2 + ... + qt+1 + 1. 
Notice that dim H = (t + l)(r -1)- 1 + t. Let U be a subspace of H of dimension 
t(r -1) + t = tr. Then, by hypothesis, U contains an element S of Y, which is an 
element of Y8 as well. 
In other words, [/'8 is a family of t-dimensional subspaces of H such that every 
(t(r -1) +f)-dimensional subspace of H contains at least one element of Y8 . In view 
of dim H = (t + l)(r -1) -1 + t and 19'8 1 = (q1+ 1y-2 + · · · + q1+1 + 1, the pair (H, [/'8 ) 
fulfils the hypothesis of the theorem, and so, by induction, [/'8 is a geometric t-spread 
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in a ((t + l)(r -1)- !)-dimensional subspace T of H. Since X contains two elements of 
Y'H, X is a subspace ofT and YH induces at-spread in X. SoY is a geometric t-spread 
of P'. Thus, the theorem is completely proved. 
We conclude with the following problem. It would be desirable to obtain similar 
characterizations for other types of spreads. For example, it would be very interesting 
to characterize the so-called subregular 1-spreads (cf. [6]). 
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